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INTRODUCTION

Pregnancy is a unique biological condition that still presents many
barriers to employment equality for women. 1 Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act 2 protects employees from employment practices that discriminate based
on an individual's "race, color, religion, sex, or national origin." 3 When
Congress enacted Title VII, its intent was to remove "artificial, arbitrary,
and unnecessary barriers to employment" that limited employment
opportunities for all those who fell into a protected class.4  Congress
clarified the extent of Title VII protections after a Supreme Court ruling
excluded discrimination based on pregnancy from the class of sex
discrimination.5 In General Electric Co. v. Gilbert,6 the Court ruled that an
employer did not discriminate against women under Title VII when it
discriminated based on pregnancy.7 Congress responded to this ruling with

1. See generaly Joanna L. Grossman, Hard Labor: .New Pregnanc Discrimination Guidance
From the EEOC, JUSTIA July 22, 2014), http://verdict.justia.com/2014/07/22/hard-labor-
new-pregnancy-discrimination-guidance-eeoc (noting that pregnancy discrimination claims

with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) have increased at a faster
rate than the rate at which women are entering the workforce).

2. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e (2012).
3. Jd. § 2000e-2(a)(1) (2).
4. See Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 431 (1971) (finding that high school

diploma and intelligence test requirements were one such impermissible barrier that

disproportionately affected one racial group); see also H.R. REP. No. 95 948, at 2 (1978),
reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4749, 4750 (providing that the intent of the Pregnancy
Discrimination Act (PDA) was to "clarify Congress' intent to include discrimination based

on pregnancy, childbirth or related medical conditions in the prohibition against sex
discrimination in employment").

5. See Gen. Elec. Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125, 136 (1976) ("[Xjn exclusion of
pregnancy from a disability-benefits plan providing general coverage is not a gender-based
discrimination at all."',

6. 429 U.S. 125.
7. Id. at 136, 145 46 (concluding that employer's decision not to cover pregnancy

related conditions in its disability benefits plan was not discrimination based on sex unless
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2YOUNG V UNITED PARCEL SER ViCE AAD EEOC GUIDAVCE

the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA).8 The PDA amended Title VII to
clarify that discrimination on the basis of pregnancy is discrimination based
on sex and to notify employers that they must treat pregnant employees in
the same manner as other employees who are "not so affected but similar in
their ability or inability to work."9  Since the PDA was enacted, circuit
courts have reached different conclusions as to whether employers must
provide reasonable accommodations0 for employees whose pregnancy has
altered their physical abilities and who are as similar in their ability or
inability to work as any other employees who receive reasonable
accommodations." The key issue in deciding whether an employer has
discriminated under the PDA is how to identify the proper comparator for
pregnant women. 12

OnJuly 1, 2014, the Supreme Court granted certiorari in Young v. United
Parcel Service, Inc. 3 Just two weeks later, on July 14, 2014, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) released its first new
Enforcement Guidance on the PDA (the Guidance) in thirty-one years.'4

the plaintiff could show that it was a "pretext for discriminating against women").
8. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k); see also Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. v.

EEOC, 462 U.S. 669, 678 (1983) (declaring that the PDA rejected "both the holding and

the reasoning" of Gilbert).
9. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k); see also Deborah L. Brake &Johanna L. Grossman, Unprotected

Sex: The Pregnanc Discrimination Act at 35, 21 DUKEJ. GENDER L. & POL'Y 67, 67 (2013)
(stating that the PDA was enacted with the "specific purpose in mind" of invalidating the

decision in Gilbert).
10. The courts and EEOC have both used the wrms "light duty" and "temporary

alternative work" when referring to a change in a pregnant employee's job duties due to her
pregnancy. See generaly Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 707 F.3d 437 (4th Cir. 2013);
U.S. EQuAL EMP'T OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, ENFORCEMENT GUIDANCE: PREGNANCY
DISCRIMINATION AND RELATED ISSUES (2014), http://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/
pregnancy-guidance.cfm [hereinafter PDA GUIDANCE]. This Comment will use "light

duty" and "reasonable accommodations" interchangeably.
11. Compare Young, 707 F.3d at 449, 450 51 (finding that the United Parcel Service

(UPS) policy "treat[ed] pregnant workers and nonpregnant workers alike" and therefore
UPS was not required to provide reasonable accommodations for a pregnant employee who
was similar in her ability to work as some employees who were injured on the job or disabled
under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)), with Ensley-Gaines v. Runyon, 100 F.3d
1220, 1226 (6th Cir. 1996) (holding that plaintiff established a prima facie case of pregnancy
discrimination by showing her employer had treated other employees who were similar in
their ability or inability to work more favorably than it had treated her).

12. See Judith G. Greenberg, The Pregnan Discrimination Act: Legitimating Discrimination

Against Pregnant Women in the Workforce, 50 ME. L. REV. 225, 243 (1998) (exploring the
difficulty that employers and courts have when deciding which group of non-pregnant
employees to compare pregnant women).

13. 707 F.3d 437 (4th Cir. 2013), cert. granted, 134 S. Ct. 2898 (U.S.July 1, 2014). For
further discussion of Toung, see infia Part I.C.

14. See generalyl PDA GUIDANCE, supra note 10. The Guidance addresses a number of
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In part, the Guidance clarified an employer's obligations when a pregnant
employee has physical limitations due to her pregnancy and requests light
duty or temporary accommodations.'1 According to the Guidance, an
employer who provides light duty for an employee with a physical
limitation similar to the physical limitation of a similarly positioned
pregnant employee would be required to provide light duty for that
pregnant employee.'6 Additionally, EEOC adopted the position that the
proper comparator for pregnant women when establishing a prima facie
case of pregnancy discrimination is a non-pregnant employee who was
given accommodations for a physical limitation similar to that of the
pregnant employee. '7

EEOC's clarification of the PDA was applauded by some and met with
hostility by others. 18 The Guidance essentially put employers on notice that
pregnancy blind policies regarding the availability of light duty work will

PDA issues, including employer's knowledge of pregnancy, lactation, health insurance,
disability status, and the Family and Medical Leave Act. See generaly id. However, the scope
of this Comment will focus primarily on §§ I.A.5 and I.C. 1, which discuss "Persons Similar
in Their Ability or Inability to Work" and "Light Duty." See id. §§ I.A.5, I.C.1; see ah-o

Steven Greenhouse, Equal Opportunity Employment Officials Take .New Aim at Pregnanc Bias, N.Y.
TIMES, July 14, 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/20 14/07/15/business/equal-opportunity-

employment-officials-take-new-aim-at-pregnancy-bias.html?_r=0 (stating that the Guidance
was the first of its kind since 1983 due to the increase in PDA claims filed with EEOC over
the past ten years).

15. See PDA GUIDANCE, supra note 10, § I.C.1 .b.
16. Id. Contra Spivey v. Beverly Entrs., Inc., 196 F.3d 1309, 1313 (llth Cir. 1999)

(affirming employer's right to provide light duty only to employees with on-the-job injuries,
and not to similarly impaired pregnant employees); Urbano v. Cont'l Airlines, Inc., 138 F.3d
204, 206 (5th Cir. 1998) (declaring that employers only need to provide light duty to
pregnant employees on the same basis as they do for employees with similar limitations due
to an off-the-job injury).

17. See PDA GUIDANCE, supra note 10, § I.C.1; see also id. § I.A.5 ("[S]omeone who,
because of a back impairment, has a 20-pound lifting restriction that lasts for several months
would be an individual with a disability under the ADA entitled to reasonable
accommodation .... The same individual would be an appropriate comparator for PDA

purposes....").
18. Compare Enily Werth, Pushed Outlf l'Io Bcause o, Pre, an? V on Ou II a/, Sa,

EEOC, NA1'L WOMEN's LAXX CnR. BLOC July 15, 2014), http://www.nwlc.org/our-
blog/pushed-out-work-because-pregnancy-not-our-watch-says-eeoc (declaring that It
EEOC Guidance "-em A strong message" regarding employers' obligations to pregnant
workers), with Paul Kehoe, New Guidance From the EEOC Requires Employers to Provide Reasonable
Accommodations Under the Pregnan Discrimination Act, EMP. L. LOOKOUT (July 15, 2014),
http://www.laborandemploymendawcounsel.com/2014/07/new-guidance-from-the-eeoc-
requires-employers-to-provide-reasonable-accommodations-under-the-pregnancy-

discrimination-act/ (cautioning that "it appears as if the EEOC adopted a position
exceeding the statutory mandate that Congress bestowed upon it").
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not always satisfy the PDA. '9 Such policies fail to uphold the intent of the
PDA to equalize employment opportunities for women who become
pregnant. 20 Clarification of the PDA is crucial to the litigation of
pregnancy discrimination claims under Title VII, which often suffer at the
prima facie stage due to the difficulty of finding the proper comparators for
pregnant women. 2 1

On March 25, 2015, the Court issued its decision in Young.22 Though
the Court did reject some aspects of the Guidance, its holding embraced
the general premise that the second clause of the PDA does contemplate
accommodations for pregnant employees.23  Under Young, a pregnant
employee may establish a prima facie case of discrimination by showing
that she was a member of the protected class, asked for an accommodation,
and was denied an accommodation provided to others "similar in their
ability or inability to work." 24 The Court strengthened the PDA through
its holding in Young;25 however, the Court damaged the ability of EEOC to
enforce the Act when it declined to grant deference to the Guidance. 26

This Comment argues that the Young Court should have analyzed the
Guidance under a two-step Chevron analysis and set a clear deference
standard for all future EEOC guidance. That the Agency adopted the
Guidance after the litigation had commenced should be of no concern.
Part II of this Comment gives a brief history of how the courts have

19. See PDA GUIDANCE, supra note 10, § I.A.5 (describing a light duty policy that
provides accommodations to employees based on the source of their limitation and excludes

pregnancy).
20. See infia note 168 and accompanying text (discussing how the second clause of the

PDA, which requires that pregnant employees be treated the same as persons who are not
pregnant but who are similar in their ability or inability to work, imposes an additional
mandate on the requirement that employers treat pregnant employees the same as non-
pregnant employees).

21. See Greenberg, supra note 12, at 243 44 (analyzing the "unique burdens" of
pregnancy that make it difficult to find a comparative group that was treated better. This

often dooms pregnancy discrimination claims from the beginning- giving an example of a
previously satisfactory employee who suddenly was significantly tardy to work in the
morning (because of pregnancy), but that lateness could be expected to last for only a set

period of time).
22. See Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. -, No. 12-1226 (U.S. Mar. 25,

2015) (vacating the decision of the Fourth Circuit and remanding for further proceedings).
23. Seeid.at20 21.
24. Id.
25. See id. at 19 (explaining that the second clause of the PDA must do something more

than clarify that pregnancy discrimination is sex discrimination in order to overturn the
holding of Gilbert, which allowed an employer to "distinguish[ between [employees] on a
neutral ground i.e., it accommodated only sicknesses and accidents, and pregnancy was
neither of those.").

26. See id. at 16 17.
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determined the level of deference owed to administrative rules and
interpretations of law, and how courts have treated EEOC's guidance and
clarifications regarding Title VII. Part II concludes with a brief history of
Young and a summary of the Court's recent ruling. Part III argues that (a)
the Court's analysis of the EEOC Guidance in Young was flawed in both its
reasoning and its result, and (b) going forward, the Court should firmly
establish a single standard of deference such that, when EEOC guidance is
considered, deference will be granted if the Agency's interpretation is a
permissible construction of ambiguous language in the statute. Finally, Part
IV concludes that a single standard of analysis for EEOC guidance will
provide certainty and predictability for employers and legal counsel and
allow them to form policies that bring greater equality to the workplace.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The Courts and Administrative Deference

Under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), government agencies
can exercise their rulemaking capacity in three ways.27 The first two,
formal and informal rulemaking processes, both have elements of public
participation and the final rules are binding.28  The third type of
rulemaking, which the APA exempts from any formal process of review,
takes the form of guidance documents, interpretations of law, or general
policy statements.29 Administrative agencies today are increasingly reliant
on the third type of rulemaking due to both the cumbersome nature of the
participatory rulemaking process and the ease with which information can
be disseminated to the public through the Internet.30 Generally, courts
grant an administrative agency's interpretation of law one of two types of
deference depending on the categorization of the administrative action in
question.3' If agency action amounts to informal rulemaking (a

27. See ANDREW F. POPPER ET AL., ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: A CONTEMPORARY
APPROACH 66 (2d ed. 2010) (noting that some rulemaking, such as "hybridized rulemaking,"
varies from these three forms).

28. Id.
29. Id.
30. See Sam Kalen, The Tranformation ofModern Administrative Law: Changing Administrations

and Environmental Guidance Documents, 35 ECOLOGY L.Q. 657, 700 (2008) (examining the
significant issues that arise when such documents are not considered binding, and therefore
not subject to judicial review, yet become determinative in particular circumstances-linking

together the issues of reviewabiity and judicial deference).
31. See United States v. Mead Corp., 533 U.S. 218, 231-35 (2001) (considering a

classification ruling by U.S. Customs Service by weighing whether the ruling was subject to
either Chevron or Skidmore analysis); De La Mota v. U.S. Dep't of Educ., 412 F.3d 71, 80 (2d
Cir. 2005) (finding that informal agency guidelines did not warrant Chevron deference, but
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participatory process with notice and comment), it is analyzed using a two-
part test established in Chevron, US.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council,
Inc.12 If the agency action did not include an element of public
participation, and therefore did not constitute informal rulemaking, courts
use the factors established in Skidmore v. Swift & Co.33 to determine if
deference should be granted. 14

1. Chevron Deference

The greatest level of deference that a court can give to an agency was
established under Chevron, which created a two-step test that a court must
apply to determine if deference should be granted to an administrative
agency's rule or interpretation of a statute.3 5 Step One requires the court to
look to the language of the statute in question and the intent of Congress; if
Congress has clearly established its intent with regard to the rights and
obligations imposed by the statute, then the court must defer to Congress.36

However, if the language is ambiguous and the intent of Congress cannot
be clearly discerned, then the court will look to the interpretation of the
agency responsible for administering the statute; if that interpretation is a
"permissible construction," then the court must defer to the agency.3 7

Following Chevron, the Court declared that "interpretations contained in
policy statements, agency manuals, and enforcement guidelines, all of
which lack the force of law do not warrant Chevron-style deference.'3 8

may be examined under the Skidmore standard); see also Barry Sullivan, On the Borderlands of

Chevron's Empire: An Essay on Title VII, Ageny Procedures and Priorities, and the Power of Judicial
Review, 62 LA. L. REV. 317, 319 (2002) (explaining that "[d]ifferent legal consequences may

flow from the characterization of administrative action").
32. 467 U.S. 837 (1984).
33. 323 U.S. 134 (1944).
34. See Christensen v. Harris Cnty., 529 U.S. 576, 587 (2000) (holding that

administrative actions which lack "the force of law" should be analyzed under Skidmore).
35. See Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842 43 (laying out the test for deference).
36. Id.
37. Id. at 843. Though there is still much controversy regarding what Chevron deference

is, and what constitutes ambiguity and formal rulemaking, that debate is outside the scope of
this Comment.

38. Christensen, 529 U.S. at 587; see also United States v. Mead Corp., 533 U.S. 218,
230 31, 234 35 (2001) (concluding that the agency decision in question was not the "fruit u"
of notice-and-comment rulemaking" and therefore fell outside of Chevron, but should be
analyzed under Skidmore). But see id. at 239 41, 257 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (disagreeing with
the majority's holding that primarily formal rulemaking is granted Chevron deference and all
other rulemaking will be subject to Skidmore analysis, stating that "[a]ny resolution ofthe
ambiguity by the administering agency that .. represents the official position of the

agency- must be accepted by the courts if it is reasonable").
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2. Skidmore Deference

In those cases involving "policy statements, agency manuals, and
enforcement guidelines,"3 9 the Court will generally apply the deference
analysis established in Skidmore.40 In Skidmore, the Court stated that to
determine the weight given to an agency interpretation of law, it would
view the agency as a "body of experience and informed judgment" and
consider factors such as "the thoroughness evident in its consideration, the
validity of its reasoning, its consistency with earlier and later
pronouncements, and all those factors which give it power to persuade, if
lacking power to control."' 4'

Under this analysis, the Court considered whether to apply an
"interpretive bulletin" released by the Administrator of the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA).42 The bulletin spoke directly to the issue in the case:
whether firemen who were on-call in the firehouse, but free to pursue their
own activities within the firehouse, were on "working time" as defined by
the FLSA.43 The Court concluded that even though the administrative
bulletin was not the product of "adversary proceedings" or "conclusions of
law from findings of fact," as in administrative adjudications,44 it may still
be "entitled to respect."45  Critical to this conclusion was the Court's
acknowledgement that Congress intended that certain duties be left to the
Administrator and that in the pursuit of those duties he had gained a
specialized knowledge in the type of problems arising under the statute for
which he was responsible.46  The Court accepted the interpretation
promoted by the Administrator, by reasoning that the Judicial Branch
should only conflict with the administration when a compelling reason to
do so existed, and that "[g]ood administration" of the FLSA depended

39. Christensen, 529 U.S. at 587.
40. Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134, 140 (1944).
41. Id.
42. Id. at 137 38 (differentiating the duties Congress imposed on the Administrator and

on the courts).
43. Id. at 135 36, 138 (discussing the agreement as to working hours between the

employer and the employee, and the specifications of the administrative bulletin).
44. See generaly POPPER ELT AL., supra note 27, at 531 (describing the administrative

adjudicatory process and its purpose to "resolve disputes, enforce statutes and regulations,
and grant or deny licenses or benefits").

45. See Skidmore, 323 U.S. at 139 40 (noting also that the Court had "long given
considerable and in some cases decisive weight ... to interpretative regulations ... that were
not of adversary origin").

46. Id. at 137 38 (finding also that such expertise made the guidelines released by the
agency a good source for reasonable employers and employees to look to for how the act in
question would be enforced by that agency).

[67:2
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upon this judicial deference.47  Permitting the courts to give judicial
deference to informal administrative action is critical to allowing
administrative agencies to perform their executive functions.48

Nevertheless, the continuing validity of the Skidmore doctrine is a subject
of some contention within the Court today.49 Associate Justice Antonin
Scalia is the primary proponent of the view that Skidmore deference is
nothing but an "empty truism." 50  It may be argued that all Skidmore
proclaims is what any reasonable mind should be able to conclude: that the
specialized knowledge of experts should be a guide for the courts, and that
the agencies charged with enforcement of a statute are the type of experts
to whom a court should look.5' However, if the Court were to established a
single deference standard for administrative rules or interpretations of law,
this would negate the often blurry distinction between informal and non-
participatory administrative law.52 When a statute is ambiguous, Congress
intended for the agency responsible for that statute to clarify the
ambiguities; the need for flexibility and effective governance should allow
the agency to do so in a variety of ways so long as they come to a
permissible resolution of the ambiguity.53

The Court has failed to apply Skidmore with consistency or
predictability.54 Reno v. Koray55 is one example of the Court applying a
Chevron deference analysis to a fact pattern that warrants Skidmore
deference.56 The Court began its analysis of the Bureau of Prison's (BOP's)

47. Id. at 140.
48. See Kalen, supra note 30, at 716 (discussing Congress's ability to craft statutory

language that explicitly allows for agencies to engage in informal rulemaking).
49. Compare United States v. Mead Corp., 533 U.S. 218, 235 (2001) (validating the

applicability of Skidmore to informal administrative interpretations not warranting Chevron
deference due to the ability of the Administrator t "bring the benefit of specialized
experience"), with id. at 250 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (arguing that "Skidmore deference is a
recipe tor uncertainty, unpredictability, and endless litiaion").

50. Id. at 250 (ScaliaJ., dissenting).
51. Id. (describing Skidmore deference as "a trifling statement of the obvious").
52. See Smiley v. Citibank (S.D.), N.A., 517 U.S. 735, 740 41 (1996) (supporting

deference to agency interpretation of law under "a presumption that Congress, when it let
ambiguity in a statute meant for irnplementation by an agency, understood that the
ambiguity would be resolved, first and foremost, by the agency, and desired the agency

(rather than the cours) to possess whatever degree of discretion the ambiguit'y allows").
53. See Kalen, supra note 30, at 670 72.
54. See generaly Reno v. Koray, 515 U.S. 50 (1995) (holding that an agency guideline

issued by the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) was entitled t some deference because it was a

permissible construction of the statute); UAW v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 499 U.S. 187, 200
(1991) (applying EEOC guidance without any reference to Skidmore).

55. 515 U.S. 50.

56. See id. at 61 (considering a BOP internal guideline that constructed the term
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guidance by stating that the administrative interpretation of law at issue
came from an internal guidance document amounting to an "interpretive
rule" not subject to notice and comment.57 Normally, this statement of the
issue as one dealing with non-participatory administrative action would
result in a Skidmore analysis of the agency's interpretation.5 8 However, the
Court explained that BOP had arrived at a permissible construction of the
statute,59 and therefore its interpretation should be "entitled to some
deference. °60  Two problems arise with Koray. First, "permissible
construction" is language taken directly from a Chevron deference analysis.6'

Second, the Court does not elaborate on the term "some deference" and
what it means as compared to Chevron or Skidmore deference.6 2  This
terminology implies that the Court essentially applied a Chevron analysis to
agency guidance.6 3

In Justice Scalia's dissenting opinion in United States v. Mead Corp.,6 4 he
attempted to distinguish Koray by explaining that the Court's opinion in
Koray should not be read as endorsing a Chevron analysis for the type of
agency guidance at issue.6 5 He claimed this is because the Court in that
case would have come to the same conclusion as the BOP anyway and
therefore had no reason to state decisively what level of deference it would
grant to such a document.6 6 However, as seen in UAW v. johnson Controls,
Inc. and Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. v. EEOC, the Court may at

"official detention" to exclude any time spent by a parolee on a release order under
"restrictive conditions").

57. Id.
58. See supra notes 38 40 and accompanying text (supporting how the rule of Christensen

directs the Court to a Skidmore analysis when the case involves informal agency guidance).
59. See Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 843 44

(1984) (applying the "permissible construction" analysis to agency rulemaking and declaring
that a "cour may not substitute its own construction of a statutory provision] for a
reasonable interpretation made by the administrator of an agency").

60. Koray,515U.S.at61.
61. Id. But see United States v. Mead Corp., 533 U.S. 218, 234 35 (2001) (citing Koray

as support for the proposition that an agency interpretation outside of the formal rulemaking
process is not necessarily removed from the realm of Chevron deference).

62. See Koray, 515 U.S. at 61 (citing Chevron as authority for granting "some deference"
to a "permissible construction of the statute," after explicitly stating that the agency action in
question was not formal rulemaking subject to notice and comment).

63. Cf Mead, 533 U.S. at 254 56 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (enumerating cases where
agency action that did not have a participatory element was granted Chevron deference in
contradiction with the majority's view of Chevron deference).

64. Id. at 239.
65. See id. at 254 55 (noting, however, that the Court does apply Chevron language in its

decision).
66. See id.
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times just avoid addressing the deference question altogether when it
independently comes to the same conclusion as EEOC.67 That the Court
explicitly addressed the deference issue in Koray could imply that it intended
to establish law on that point. As for the question of what "some
deference" means, Justice Scalia's dissent considered this term of the
opinion to be merely an "aside [that] is ultimately inconclusive."6 8 These
variances in deference to administrative guidance have created uncertainty
about what deference analysis will be applied to any particular
administrative action even actions that seem to clearly fit into a particular
category.

6 9

3. Retroactivity ofAdministrative Interpretations

The Court should firmly establish that when agency interpretations of
law are adopted in the middle of the litigation, the timing is of no
significance as long as the interpretation meets other relevant qualifications
for deference.70  In Motorola Inc. v. United States,71 the Federal Circuit
concluded that Chevron deference, when otherwise applicable, was not
prohibited simply because the agency, U.S. Customs and Border Protection
(Customs), formally adopted an interpretation of the statute in question
several years after the relevant events had taken place.72 While the court
emphasized that Custom's regulation was adopted pursuant to authority
given to it by Congress, and through notice-and-comment rulemaking, the
court also stressed that the timing was not a factor in deciding if deference
was due, provided the position adopted by the agency was not a "post hoc
rationalization... [ofl past agency action" and the Administrator was able

67. See infia Part II.B.1 (discussing cases in which courts granted deference to the
EEOC on Tide VII.

68. Mead, 533 U.S. at 254 55 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
69. See supra note 62 and accompanying text (contrasting the Court's decisions

regarding the application of either Chevron or Skidmore deference to documents outside of
informal rulemaking).

70. See Motorola, Inc. v. Unied States, 436 F.3d 1357, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (granting
Chevron deference to agency regulation adopted "after the controversy arose and after this
litigation began"). But see De La Mota v. U.S. Dep't of Educ., 412 F.3d 71, 80 (2d Cir. 2005)
(rejecting the notion that the Department of Education (DOE) could adopt the
interpretation of a staff member as its own during the course of litigation because it lacked
the thoroughness standard of Skidmore).

71. 436F.3d 1357 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

72. Id. at 1366; see also Grapevine Imps., Ltd. v. United States, 636 F.3d 1368, 1383
(Fed. Cir. 2011) ("7]he Supreme Court and this court have specifically affirmed the
judiciar)'s obligation to defer to agency interpretations even when those regulations come
midstream in litigation.") (citing Smiley v. Citibank (S.D.), N.A., 517 U.S. 735, 741 (1996)).
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to present support for that position.73

The Court took a similar approach in Smleyv v. Citibank (South Dakota),
NA.74 In Smilev, the Comptroller of the Currency adopted a regulation
defining "interest" after the state supreme court had dismissed the
petitioner's complaint and approximately three weeks after the Court
granted certiorari to Smile.75 The petitioner's case, alleging that Citibank
had charged excessive late fees on her credit card, depended on whether
the term "interest," as used in the National Bank Act, included late fees.76

The question for the Court was whether it should apply the Comptroller's
definition of interest, which would weigh against the petitioner, to the
petitioner's case now that the matter was before it. 77 The Court ultimately
granted deference to the Comptroller's interpretation, noting it was acting

with little hesitation and declaring it was of no concern "[t ] hat it was [the]
litigation which disclosed the need for the regulation."78 When an agency
adopts a reasonable interpretation of a statute, that interpretation may still
be granted deference even when the interpretation was prompted by the
litigation at hand. 79

In contrast, the Second Circuit denied Skidmore deference to an
interpretation of law that the Department of Education (DOE) adopted.80

In De La Mota v. US. Department of Education,81 a single DOE staffer wrote a
letter to a university in response to its request for clarification on DOE loan
forgiveness policies; the staffer's statement of DOE policy significantly
limited the availability of loan forgiveness from what the plain language of

73. Motorola, 436 F.3d at 1366 (quoting Auer v. Robbins, 519 U.S. 452, 462 (1997)).

74. 517 U.S. 735 (1996).

75. See id. at 739 40 (citing the Comptroller's regulation as adopted February 9, 1996);
see also Smiley v. Citibank (S.D.), N.A., 516 U.S. 1087 (granting writ of certiorari onjanuary
19, 1996).

76. See Smil, 517 U.S. at 737 41 (discussing how the petitioner specifically argued that
the late fees Citibank charged to her account were "unconscionable" under California law
(her home state) though allowed in South Dakota (the bank's home state); the inclusion of
such late fees as "interest" under the National Banking Act would impose a rule that the
bank was allowed to charge any interest legally allowed by the law of the bank's home state).

77. Seeid.at739 41.
78. Id. at 741 (distinguishing between an agency interpretation of a statute adopted

during litigation and a "litigating position[" adopted by an agency lacking support in
"regulations, rulings, or administrative practice").

79. Id.; see also Kasten v. Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Corp., 131 S. Ct. 1325,
1335 (2011) (citation omitted) (deferring to agency interpretations because they "are
reasonable. They are consistent with the Act. The length of time the agencies have held
them suggests tha they reflect careful consideration, not 'post hoc rationalization [n]...

80. See generaly De La Mota v. U.S. Dep't of Educ., 412 F.3d 71 (2d Cir. 2005).

81. Id.
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the relevant statute suggested.82 In denying deference, the court reasoned
that DOE's position lacked both the "thoroughness [ofl consideration" and
"validity" elements of the Skidmore analysis because it contradicted plain
language and it was a single staffer who took the position, therefore lacking
the "macro perspective" necessary for agency decisionmaking.83

The Second Circuit's analysis makes it clear that DOE's adopted
position in this case was so significantly lacking in validity and power to
persuade that it would not have been granted Skidmore deference whether it
was adopted before or after the relevant events in the case.84 Given that
the agency action here would not have been worthy of deference regardless
of the timeframe in which it was released, it should not be used as a guide
for courts in considering an agency action that is worthy of deference under
the relevant deference analysis.8s

It is unclear what deference analysis would apply when an agency action
that would usually be analyzed under Skidmore is a permissible construction
of a statute but is adopted "after the controversy [arises] and after [the]
litigation [begins]."' 86 Given that the Court may grant Chevron deference to
an agency interpretation of law that was adopted not only while litigation
on the issue in question was pending, but also clearly in response to that
pending litigation, the same principal should apply to agency actions not
amounting to formal or informal rulemaking so long as they constitute a
permissible construction of the statute. This will bring greater uniformity
and predictability to the Court's deference analysis.

B. The Courts and Deference to EEOC Guidance

When deciding what level of deference is due to informal administrative
interpretations of laws regulating the employer-employee relationship, the
Court has taken a rather contradictory path, sometimes allowing for greater
deference to EEOC under a Chevron analysis and sometimes limiting
deference under Skidmore.87 The continuing validity of the Skidmore analysis

82. Id. at 78.
83. Id. at 80.
84. Id. at 81 82 (finding that DOE interpretation "generats a result impossible to

administer and at odds with Congress' goals" and that the DOE did not even "purport to

speak authoritatively" on the issue).
85. See id. at 80 (implying that DOE's adoption of the interpretation "during the course

of subsequent litigation" was one factor in denying Skidmore deference).
86. Motorola, Inc. v. United States, 436 F.3d 1357, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

87. Compare Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 433 34 (1971) (concluding that
EEOC's intrpretation, as the enforcing agency of Tide VII, was entitled to "great

deference"), with Gen. Elec. Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125, 141 (1976) (opining that EEOC
interpretation was entitled to some lesser degree of deference because Congress had not
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is itself questionable,88 and its application to EEOC guidance is equally
questionable and certainly inconsistent.89 This uncertainty concerning the
force of EEOC's interpretations of the statutes the agency is responsible for
administering weakens its ability to carry out its statutory duties. The
Court should establish a single standard of analysis for EEOC's actions,
clarifying to employers and employees that EEOC's judgments on the
statutes it administers will be given deference by the Court as long as they
are reasonable interpretations of clearly ambiguous language. 90

1. Instances of Courts Granting Deference to EEOC Guidance on Title VII

In Griggs v. Duke Power Co.,9' the Court granted deference to EEOC's
guidelines that interpreted Title VII to prohibit employment tests that were
not directly related to the job for which the candidate was applying.92 Both
guidance documents that the Court considered were released after the
relevant events took place, and one was released after the Grigs litigation
had commenced.93 In assessing EEOC's authority on this topic, the Court
stated that, as the agency responsible for enforcing Title VII, EEOC's
interpretation was entitled to "great deference."94 The Court then said that
EEOC's interpretation should be read as "expressing the will of Congress"
in light of the fact that the interpretation aligned with the legislative history
of Title VII and the intent of Congress to ensure people were hired based
on their qualifications alone.95

The Court again granted great deference to EEOC in EEOC v.

endowed it with rulemaking authority in relation to Tile VII), and UAW v. Johnson
Controls, Inc., 499 U.S. 187, 200 (1991) (applying an EEOC enforcement policy released in
response to the litigation at hand without any discussion of whether deference was due to an
agency action of that kind). See also Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 493 94 (1991)
(Blackmun, J., dissenting) (arguing for Chevron deference to an EEOC interpretation that is a

permissible construction of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)).
88. See supra Part I (exploring criticism of Skidmore deference).
89. See infia Part II.A B.
90. See, e.g., United States v. Mead Corp., 533 U.S. 218, 257 (2001) (Scalia, J.,

dissenting) ("Any resolution of the ambiguity by the administering agency that is
authoritadve that represents the official position of the agency must be accepted by the

courts if it is reasonable.").
91. 401 U.S. 424(1971).
92. See id. at 433 34 (finding also that EEOC's position was aligned with the legislative

history and the intent of Congress with regard to employment testing).
93. Jd.at433&n.9.
94. Id. at 433 34.
95. See id. at 434 (citing statements from the Senate debates over Tide VII and the

promotion of hiring qualifications based solely on ability to do the job rather than race).
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Commercial Office Products Co.,96 which concerned an EEOC interpretation of
Title VII regarding what it meant for a state agency to "terminate" its
proceedings.97  In its analysis, the Court first considered dictionary
definitions and common usages of the word "terminate.' 98 Given that both
the respondent and EEOC had put forth reasonable interpretations, the
Court concluded that EEOC, as the agency responsible for enforcement of
Title VII, was entitled to deference.99 As in Koray, the Court seemed to
apply a Chevron standard of analysis by concluding that the reasonable
interpretation of the statute in the guidance deserved deference not
addressing the thoroughness, validity, and consistency inquiry of Skidmore. ' 00

When the Court decides an issue on which EEOC has adopted a
particular stance, it will sometimes avoid the question of deference
altogether, yet still decide the case in line with EEOC guidance. ' 0' In UATW
v. johnson Controls, Inc.,102 the Court concluded that it was a violation of Title
VII for a company policy to prohibit all women who could potentially
become pregnant from working in manufacturing jobs that exposed them
to toxic chemicals.03 The Court addressed EEOC's issuance of a Policy
Guidance in response to the Seventh Circuit's ruling in johnson Controls. 104

The Court declined to enter into a discussion of deference to EEOC and
simply stated that EEOC policy "accords with [our] conclusion," and used
the Policy Guidance as support for its final decision without explicitly
deferring to it. 105 This decision left unclear the role such a Policy Guidance
would have in a case where the Court does not easily come to the same
conclusion as EEOC, making it difficult for employers to know when they
should shape their policies in accordance with EEOC guidance.

Similarly, Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. v. EEOC was a

96. 486 U.S. 107 (1988).
97. See id. at 115 (finding an EEOC interpretation of a statute "need not be the best one

by grammatical or any other standards" to be entitled to deference); see also id. at 126
(O'Connor, J., concurring) (agreeing with the result "solely due to the traditional deference
accorded the EEOC in interpretation of [Tide VII"

98. See id. at 114-16 (majority opinion) (allowing that "terminate" could mean either
"to end for all time" or a "cessation in time").

99. See id. (identifying that "statutory context" and "legislative history" provided ample

support for granting deference to EEOC's interpretation).
100. See sqra Part I.A.2. (discussing Skidmore and Koray).
101. See generalf UAW v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 499 U.S. 187, 200 (1991); Newport

News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. v. EEOC, 462 U.S. 669 (1983).
102. 499 U.S. 187 (1991).
103. See id. at 198 200 (reasoning that the finding of a violation of Tide VII in this case

was "bolstered by the Pregnancy Discrimination Act").

104. Id. at 200.
105. Id.
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consolidation of two cases before the Court that addressed the PDA; one
was brought by EEOC against Newport News claiming its medical
coverage plan discriminated against male employees, and the other case
brought by Newport News against EEOC challenging the enforceability of
its interpretative guidelines that would plainly invalidate the medical
coverage plan in question.10 6 Similar to johnson Controls, the Court aligned
its holding with EEOC's position, yet did not discuss the weight it gave to
EEOC's interpretation of the Act as the enforcing agency.0 7 The Court's
inconsistency regarding deference makes it difficult for employers,
employees, and their litigants to predict when the Court will enforce EEOC
guidelines.

2. Instances of Courts Denying Deference to EEOC Guidance

In the aforementioned cases, the Court adhered to EEOC guidance in
both implicit and explicit ways. The Court's divergence from EEOC's
interpretation of Title VII, however, is often laid out in far more explicit
terms.108 For example, the Court in Gilbert made clear that the powers
Congress bestowed on EEOC did not grant formal rulemaking authority to
the agency.0 9 As a result of this determination, the Court applied the
Skidmore analysis to determine what weight should be given to EEOC's
guidance, which would have allowed for a claim of pregnancy
discrimination under Title VII.110 The Court's decision to rule against
EEOC's enforcement guidance was based primarily on three factors: (1) it
was not issued contemporaneously with the enactment of Title VII; (2) it
conflicted with past agency interpretations of Title VII; and (3) it did not
align with the legislative intent behind Title VII as the Court interpreted
it."'1 Congress responded to the Court's rejection of pregnancy

106. See id. at 671 76 (describing the procedural history of the case and the content of
the EEOC guidance).

107. See id. at 683-85 (affirming the position taken by EEOC through statutory
interpretation). But see Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 433 34 (1971) (upholding
the guidelines released by EEOC and giving significant weight to EEOC as the agency
responsible for Tide VII enforcement).

108. See Univ. of Tex. Sw. Med. Ctr. v. Nassar, 133 S. Ct. 2517, 2533 34 (2013) (laying

out the reasons why the Court chose not to grant deference to EEOC's interpretation of
Tide VII); EEOC v. Arabian Am. Oil Co., 499 U.S. 244, 256 58 (1991) (same); Gen. Elec.
Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125, 143 45 (1976) (same).

109. See Gilbert, 429 U.S. at 141.
110. See id. at 140 41 (quoting the EEOC guidelines at issue and declaring that Skidmore

is the "most comprehensive statement of the role of interpretative rulings such as the EE)C
guidelines").

111. See id. at142 44.
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discrimination as being cognizable under Title VII with the PDA.112 The
PDA confirmed, as EEOC had declared in policy statements, that the
definition of discrimination based on sex included discrimination based on
pregnancy. "13

In EEOC v. Arabian American Oil Co.,"14 the Court heavily relied on the
reasoning applied in Gilbert approximately thirteen years after Gilbert had
been overturned when it declined to follow EEOC's position" 5 that Title
VII applied to American citizens working abroad for American
companies."16 The analysis of EEOC's position in this case was nearly
identical to that in Gilbert. "' Specifically, the Court concluded that the
EEOC guidance was not contemporaneous, consistent, or in line with
legislative intent. 118 Again, as with Gilbert, Congress quickly overturned the
Court's decision in Arabian American Oil."19 Only months after the decision,
Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which amended the
definition of "employee" under Title VII to include American citizens
working for an American company in a foreign country. 120

Both Arabian American Oil and Gilbert courts erred in adhering to the
'legislative rules vs. other action' dichotomy" in its analysis of EEOC's

position; it should have adhered to a more uniform standard of analysis. 121

112. See supra note 9 and accompanying text (discussing how the PDA clarified that

discrimination based on pregnancy is discrimination on the basis of sex, and notified
employers that they must treat pregnant employees the same as other employees who are
similar in their ability or inability to work).

113. See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k) (2012) (declaring that "[t]he terms 'because of sex' or 'on
the basis of sex' include, but are not limited to, because of or on he basis of pregnancy,
childbirth, or related medical conditions"'); see also Employment Policies Relating to
Pregnancy and Childbirth, 29 C.F.R. § 1604.10(b) (1975) (stating the position of the EEOC
that the Gilbert Court rejected).

114. 499U.S.244 (1991).

115. See id. at 256 (pointing out that EEOC's position was "first formally expressed in a
statement issued ater oral argument but before the Fifth Circuit's initial decision in this
case

116. See id. at 259 (finding that the petitioner had not proved that Congress intended for
Title VII to apply to American citizens abroad). But see Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Co. v. EEOC, 462 U.S. 669, 678 (1983) ("When Congress amended Title VII in 1978,
it unambiguously expressed its disapproval of both the holding and the reasoning of the
Court in the Gilbert decision.").

117. Arabian Am. Oil, 499 U.S. at 257 58.

118. Id. at 257 59 ("The EEOC's interpretation oftthe statute here thus has been neither
contemporaneous with its enactment nor consistent since tie statute came into law. As
discussed above, it also lacks support in the plain language of the statute.").

119. See Civil Rights Act of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-166, § 109(a), 105 Stat. 1071, 1077

(codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(l) (2012)).
120. Id.
121. See Arabian Am. Oil, 499 U.S. at 260 (Scalia, J., concurring) (proposing that it is
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The controlling law on what deference is owed to EEOC's interpretation of
Title VII should be EEOC v. Commercial Office Products Co. 122 Under the
precedent of Commercial Office Products, EEOC should be accorded deference
unless its position is unreasonable "in light of the principles of construction
courts normally employ." 123 Significantly, the majority in Arabian American
Oil did not overrule or address Commercial Office Products, which leaves an
open question as to the deference the Court will grant to EEOC because it
has now applied both Chevron and Skidmore. 124

The Court should resolve this question in favor of a single deference
analysis for EEOC when it is interpreting Title VII in the interest of both
effective administration of the Act and adequate notice to regulated entities.
A primary virtue of the agency is the expertise it brings to the area of law

that it is charged with administering. 125 If EEOC is to effectively carry out
the task of enforcing Title VII, it must be able to capable of using that
expertise when notifying employers about how the agency interprets the
statute. Without this power, ambiguity in Title VII will continue to be
argued in litigation, draining resources across the board.

C. Young v. United Parcel Service

Peggy Young was employed by United Parcel Service (UPS) as an "air
driver" when she became pregnant.126 During the course of Young's
pregnancy, both her doctor and midwife drafted notes to UPS stating that,
for the safety of her pregnancy, Young "should not lift more than twenty
pounds for the first twenty weeks of her pregnancy and not more than ten
pounds thereafter."'127  When Young discussed her options with
management at UPS, she was told that she neither qualified for light duty
work nor would be allowed to continue in her current job due to her lifting
restriction.128 Because Young had used all of her leave under the Family

incorrect "to say that Gilbert held that the EEOC ... is not entitled to deference").
122. See id. (arguing that Commercial Of/ice Products, rather than Gilbert, is the controlling

precedent on deference to EEOC).
123. Id.
124. See id. (concluding that "the state of the law regarding deference to the EEOC is left

unsettled"). Compare Univ. of Tex. Sw. Med. Ctr. v. Nassar, 133 S. Ct. 2517, 2533 34
(2013) (where Justice Scalia joined the majority opinion, which once again applied the
Skidmore analysis to discredit an EEOC interpretation of Tide VII), with Nassar, 133 S. Ct. at
2540 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (finding the EEOC guidance to be "well-reasoned and
longstanding").

125. See POPPER ET AL., supra note 27, at 9 (discussing specialization and expertise as
factors in favor of agency governance).

126. Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 707 F.3d 437, 440 (4th Cir. 2013).
127. Id.
128. See id. at 441. Young also alleged that she was told that she could "not come
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and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), she was forced to take an extended leave
of absence during which she received no income and lost her medical
insurance. 129

Young's pregnancy discrimination claim was based on her argument
that UPS failed to abide by the standards of the PDA when it refused to
provide her with reasonable accommodations on the same basis that it
provided accommodations for employees similarly situated in their ability
to work.130 UPS's policy did provide accommodations for employees who
were (a) disabled under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), (b)
injured on the job, or (c) unable to work due to the revocation of their
commercial driver certification.131 The Fourth Circuit reasoned that the
PDA does not require an employer to provide reasonable accommodations
for a pregnant employee when the employer's policy only allowed for
accommodations for specific categories of employees on a gender-neutral
basis.3 2 The court concluded that because UPS's policy was "pregnancy
blind," it did not violate the PDA. '33

Two weeks later, on July 14, 2014, EEOC issued its Guidance on the
enforcement of the PDA, which directly contradicted the Fourth Circuit's
ruling in Young by requiring reasonable accommodations for pregnant
employees in Young's situation.13 4 In a surprising move, UPS issued a
company-wide policy change on October 27, 2014-just over a month
before the Court heard oral arguments in Young.135 This new policy
reversed UPS's restrictions on the availability of light duty assignments to
pregnant employees, which was precisely the policy it defended before the
Court. 136

back ... until [she] was no longer pregnant." See Brief for Petitioner at 13, Young v. United
Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. - (2015) (No. 12-1226), 2014 WL 4441528.

129. Young, 707 F.3d at 441.

130. See Brief for Petitioner at 18, Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. - (2015)

(No. 12-1226), 2014 WL 4441528.
131. See Young, 707 F.3d at 439 40.
132. id.at450 51.

133. See id. (reasoning that limiting light duty to employees disabled under the ADA,
injured on the job, or subject to a revocation of their commercial driver's licenses, was not

discriminatory against pregnant employees).
134. See supra note 14 and accompanying text.

135. See Brigid Schulte, With Supreme Court Case Pending UPS Reverses Poli on Pregnant

Workers, WASH. POST, Oct. 29, 2014, http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/she-the-
people/wp/20 14/10/29/with-supreme-court-case-pending-ups-reverses-policy-on-
pregnant-workers/(discussing the reversal of the UPS policy).

136. See id. (explaining in a supplemental brief filed by UPS, that its policy change does
not change its position toward Younger; USP claims its actions toward Younger's case was
legal at the time).
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On March 25, 2015, the Court released its opinion in -Young.137 The
Court ruled that a pregnant employee may establish a prima facie case of
pregnancy discrimination based on a denial of reasonable accommodations
when that employee can establish the liability of the employer under a
modified McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green'38 analysis. 39 Under this modified
framework,

[A] plaintiff alleging that the denial of an accommodation constituted
disparate treatment under the Pregnancy Discrimination Act's second clause
may make out a prima facie case by showing, as in McDonnell Douglas, that
she belongs to the protected class, that she sought accommodation, that the
employer did not accommodate her, and that the employer did
accommodate others "similar in their ability or inability to work." 40

From there, the employer may assert a "legitimate nondiscriminatory
reason" for refusing the requested accommodation; then, the plaintiff bears
the ultimate burden, as in any Title VII disparate treatment case, to prove
that discrimination on the basis of the protected category was the real
reason for the denial.'4' The Court further explained that to establish an
issue of fact for a jury on the question of pretext, a plaintiff can (a) provide
evidence that the burden on pregnant women as a result of the employer's
denial is significant and not outweighed by the burden the employer would
experience in providing accommodations, and (b) raise an inference that
providing accommodations for pregnant workers would not impose a
significant burden on the employer by producing evidence that the
employer already provides accommodations for a "large percentage" of
employees not in the protected class. ' 42 Though the ultimate outcome of

137. See Young v. Unied Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. -, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 23 24
(2015) (vacating the Fourth Circuit's judgment and remanding for further proceedings).

138. See McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 802 (1973) (setting the initial
framework for establishing a prima facie case of discriminatory failure t hire under Tide
VII). Under McDonnell Douglas, a plaintiff has the initial burden of showing: "J) that he
belongs to a [protected class]: (ii) that he applied and was qualified fi a job for which the
employer was seeking applicants; iii) that, despite his qualifications, he was rejected and iv)
that, after his rjection, the position remained open and the employer continued to seek
ap plicants from persons of complainant's qualifications." Id.

139. See Young, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 20 21 (laying out the proper analytical
framework for PDA claims of failure to accommodate).

140. Id.
141. See id. at 21 (quoting McDonnell Douglas, 411 U.S. at 802) (inwrnal quotation marks

omitted) (explaining that the plaintiff would typically attempt to prove discrimination at the
final step by demonstrating that the employer's proffered reason for the denial was simply a
pretext for discrimination); see also St. Mary's Honor Ctr. v. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502, 510 11
(1993) (establishing the principal that while the employer must meet its burden of
production, the burden of persuasion ultimately rests on the plaintiff.

142. See Young, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 21 (exploring how a PDA claim based on a denial
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Young is no longer relevant for current or future pregnant employees of
UPS, the decision in this case will still have significant consequences for
pregnant workers across America, as well as for EEOC in its mission to
enforce Title VII. "4s

II. ARGUMENT

When deciding Young, the Court once again continued down a path of
uncertainty as to how it views EEOC guidance documents. The deference
analysis applied to EEOC interpretations of law has varied in the past, from
implied Chevron to Skidmore, with no apparent explanation for the
variance. 1 44 To eliminate confusion, the Court should establish an analysis
of EEOC guidance based on the Chevron standard; under that standard,
where ambiguity in a statute exists, EEOC, as the agency responsible for
enforcement of that statute, will be entitled to deference as long as its
interpretation is based on a permissible construction of that statute. 45 The
Court could have easily afforded this deference in Young; it could have come
to the same conclusion as it did regarding the proper interpretation of Title
VII, yet applied a better standard that would have clarified past
inconsistencies, aided EEOC in carrying out its mission, and guided the
lower courts in deciding future cases where EEOC guidance is at issue.

Where the Court has granted deference to EEOC in the past, it has
applied a standard much more akin to Chevron than Skidmore, using language
such as "great deference" and "permissible construction" in its deference
analysis. 46 Similarly, when the Court has denied deference to EEOC, it
did so under a Skidmore framework and analyzed factors in its decision that
could have just as easily led it to deny deference under a Chevron analysis. 147

of accommodations should proceed).
143. See Dave Jamieson, Meet the Workinng Mother Taking Her Pregnancy Discrimination Case to

the Supreme Court, HUFFINGTON POST (Oct. 31, 2014, 7:36 AI), http://www.huffington
post.com/2014/10/31/pregnancy-discrimination-supreme-court n 6078416.html (noting
that it is often low-wage working women who are most significantly impacted by the

inability to get light-duty assignments while pregnant).
144. See supra Part I.B (reviewing past Court decisions that involved EEOC guidance).
145. See UAW v.Johnson Controls, Inc., 499 U.S. 187, 200 (1991) (implying deference

by deciding in accordance with EEOC guidance adopted during the course of the litigation);
Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 433 34 (1971) (asserting great deference due to

EEOC when its construction finds support in legislative history of the Act).
146. See supra Part I.B. 1 (exploring cases where Court granted deference to EEOC

interpretations of law).

147. See supra Part I.B.2 (considering factors such as the EEOC interpretation being a
significant departure from established legislative intent that could independently lead to
denial of deference under Chevron).
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This is precisely what occurred in Young.1 48 Going forward, the Court
should end the confusion and uncertainty surrounding the application of a
particular deference analysis to EEOC guidance and firmly establish a
single standard of analysis for EEOC guidance: granting deference when
EEOC's interpretation meets the demands of Chevron, and denying
deference when it does not.

Second, the Court should establish that as long as EEOC's interpretation
of the statute is a permissible construction under Chevron, then the timing of
the release of guidance does not affect the level of deference granted. 149 In
both Smiley and Motorola, the retroactive application of agency guidance was
not an issue because the guidance complied with the standards of Chevron. 1

50

Likewise, when the court refused to apply an agency interpretation of law
in De La Mota, it did so because the interpretation would not have been
worthy of deference, regardless of timing. 151

A. The Deference Analysis in Young Was Flawed in Both Reasoning and Result

In its analysis of the Guidance at issue in Young, the Court generally
agreed with the two fundamental contentions of that Guidance: (1) that the
second clause of the PDA means that in litigating a PDA case, it is evidence
of discrimination when an employer has a policy of denying
accommodations to pregnant workers with a temporary physical
impairment due to pregnancy, when other polices provide reasonable
accommodations to non-pregnant workers with similar physical
impairments, and (2) that the extent of accommodations available to
pregnant workers should be determined by looking to comparable non-
pregnant employees with similar temporary physical impairments who have
received accommodations from the employer. 52 Instead of acknowledging
this fundamental agreement, however, the Court concocted reasons to
reach the conclusion that it would not follow EEOC's Guidance on Title

148. See young, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 16 (applying the Skidmore factors to the EEOC
Guidance).

149. See supra Part I.A.3 (examining instances where administrative guidance was applied
retroactively because it was a permissible construction under Chevron).

150. See id. (analyzing Smil and Motorola).
151. See id. (discussing the Second Circuit's decision in De La Mota).
152. Compare PDA GUIDANCE, supra note 10, § I.C.1 (setting forth the ways that a

plaintiff alleging pregnancy discrimination can demonstrate that a denial of light duty was
based on the employer's animus toward pregnant workers), with roung, No. 12-1226, slip op.
at 20 22 (establishing that to rebut an employer's legitimate non-discriminatory reason for
denying accommodations, the pregnant employee can show that the employer provided
accommodations for "a large percentage of nonpregnant workers").
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V11.153 The analysis it applied in reaching this conclusion was flawed in
two ways.

First, the Court should have found the Guidance to be a permissible
construction of the statute and added clarification to the enforcement of the
PDA only where necessary specifically, how courts should weigh evidence
that an employer provides workplace accommodations to one category of
employees and does not extend those accommodations to pregnant
workers.154 Second, the Court should have established a clear standard,
based on precedent, that the Guidance, as "lt]lie administrative
interpretation of the Act. by the enforcing agency[,] is entitled to great
deference." 1

55

The Guidance, which required an employer to provide reasonable
accommodations to employees impaired by pregnancy when it does so for
other employees with similar impairments, is a reasonable construction of
the PDA. First, where the proper meaning and application of a statute is in
question, the Court will look to the plain language of the statute.15 6 The
words of the statute "'will be interpreted as taking their ordinary,
contemporary, common meaning."' 157  The relevant part of the PDA
reads:

The terms "because of sex" or "on the basis of sex" include, but are not
limited to, because of or on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or related
medical conditions; and women affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical
conditions shall be treated the same for all employment related purposes, including
receipt of benefits under fringe benefit programs, as other persons not so affected
but similar in their ability or inability to work. 158

The Guidance interpreted this language to mean that employers must
provide reasonable accommodations for employees with pregnancy-related

153. See young, No. 12 1226, slip op. at 15 17 (criticizing EEOC for not clarifying in
guidance issued soon after the passage of the PDA as to what an employer's obligations are
when it does not treat all non-pregnancy related disabilities alike).

154. For example, the Court struggled with the question of how to apply the PDA when
an employer provides accommodations for an injured driver with an extra hazardous route
and does not provide similar accommodations to a similarly injured pregnant driver who

does not have an extra hazardous route. See iqfra Part III.B.2 (discussing this question and
how the Court could have reconciled this concern).

155. See Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 433 34 (1971) (concluding that
EEOC's construction of the Act was consistent with the text and the legislative history); see
also McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp. Co., 427 U.S. 273, 279 80 (1976) (asserting that
EEOC interpretations of Tide VII "are entitled to great deference").

156. See Wilderness Soc'y v. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., 353 F.3d 1051, 1060 (9th Cir.
2003) (discussing "[c]anons of statutory construction").

157. Id. (quoting United States v. Smith, 155 F.3d 1051, 1057 (9th Cir. 1998)).

158. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k) (2012) (emphasis added).
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impairments if the employer provides accommodations to non-pregnant
employees who are similarly impaired. 5 9

The Court agreed that it is important to read each clause of the PDA not
in isolation, but as they interact. 160 The first clause of the PDA161

establishes that an employer who treats pregnant employees unfavorably
compared to non-pregnant employees commits sex discrimination under
Title VII, just as if the employer had treated women as a class less favorably
than men.162 The first clause affirms that pregnancy is part of a protected
class under Title VII and is entitled to the same protections as the rest of
that class. ' 63

The second clause6 4 of the PDA, however, goes one step further by
distinguishing the analysis for pregnancy discrimination claims from other
claims of discrimination under Title VII.165 This clause departs from the
standard Title VII analysis because it establishes a unique test which
requires only that the plaintiffs be "similar in their ability or inability to
work" to others who received more favorable treatment not similarly
situated in all respects.66 The Court correctly concluded that to avoid

159. See PDA GUIDANCE, supra note 10, § I.A.5 (reaching this conclusion from the
language of the PDA requiring equal treatment based on "ability or inability to work").

160. See Young v. Unied Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. -, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 17 18

(2015) (exploring possible interpretations of the second clause); see ah-o FDA v. Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 132 33 (2000) (explaining that it is a
"flndamental canon of statutory construction that the words ofa statute must be read in
their context and with a view to their place in the overall statutory scherne") (quoting Davis
v. Mich. Dep't of Treasury, 489 U.S. 803, 809 (1989))

161. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k) ("The terms 'because of sex' or 'on the basis of sex' include,
but are not limited to, because of or on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical
conditions").

162. See Brief for Petitioner at 21 23, Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S.

(2015) (No. 12-1226), 2014 WL 4441528 (inferring that for an employer to deny light duty
to a pregnant employee when it provides it for employees with off-the-job injuries is
discrimination based on sex/pregnancy as prohibited by the first clause); see also Young v.
United Parcel Serv., Inc., 707 F.3d 437, 447 (4th Cir. 2013) (granting that the first clause
included pregnancy discrimination under the sex discrimination prohibition).

163. Toung, 707 F.3d at 447.
164. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k) ("[W]omen affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related

medical conditions shall be treated the same for all employment-related purposes ... as
other persons not so affected but similar in their ability or inability to work").

165. See Young, No. 12 1226, slip op. at 19 (asserting that "the second clause was
intended to do more" than include pregnancy in the category of sex discrimination); see also
Ensley-Gaines v. Runyon, 100 F.3d 1220, 1226 (6th Cir. 1996) (highlighting that the second

clause does more than "merely recogniziel that discrimination on the basis of pregnancy
constitutes unlawful sex discrimination").

166. See Ensl Gaines, 100 F.3d at 1226 (contrasting the "ability to work" test with the
traditional Tide VII analysis that requires that the plaintiff be similar "in all respects" to
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rendering it superfluous, the second clause cannot simply require employers
to treat pregnant employees the same as it does non-pregnant employees
who are similar in all respects; the first clause already accomplishes that. 167

The second clause imposes an additional mandate requiring employers to
make decisions regarding pregnant employees based on their similarity in
ability or inability to work as other comparable employees. 16 8

In addition to the plain meaning of the PDA, the legislative history of the
Act supports deference to the Guidance. A primary concern of Congress in
enacting the PDA was preventing employers from treating women who get
pregnant as "marginal workers," under the assumption that they would end
up leaving their jobs for family responsibilities.6 9 Significantly, the House
Report on the enactment of the PDA states that "the 'same treatment' may
include employer practices of transferring workers to lighter
assignments ... or other practices, so long as the requirements and benefits
are administered equally for all workers in terms of their actual ability to
perform work[,]" demonstrating that light duty was conceptualized early in
the PDA's history.170

Finally, EEOC has long supported the position that the PDA could
require employers to provide light duty for pregnant workers. 171 In an
appendix published in 1979, which explains the effects of the PDA, EEOC
presented a series of questions and answers regarding the obligations
imposed on employers by the PDA.172 In response to a question about
what an employer must do when a pregnant employee is temporarily
unable to perform some aspect of her job, EEOC presented a hypothetical
situation where a pregnant employee's job function included carrying

those who received more favorable treatment).
167. See Brief for Petitioner at 23, Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. - (2015)

(No. 12-1226), 2014 WL 4441528 (citing Fifth Third Bancorp v. Dudenhoefer, 134 S. Ct.
2459, 2468 69 (2014) (acknowledging a presumption that statutory construction should
avoid surplusage)); see also UAW v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 499 U.S. 187, 205 (1991)
(acknowledging the significance of the second clause).

168. See Johnson Controls, 499 U.S. at 201, 204-05 (commenting that the concurrence
"seeks to read the second clause out of the Act" by arguing that an employer may use
inability to be pregnant as an occupational qualification, regardless of whether pregnancy or
ability to be pregnant affects a woman's ability to perform the job).

169. See H.R. REP. No. 95 948, at 3 (1978), reprnted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4749, 4751
(asserting that the risk of women being relegated to low-paying jobs due to pregnancy is
enough reason for employers to be required to treat pregnant women as they would treat
other employees based on their ability or inability to work).

170. Id. at 5, 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. at4753.
171. 29 C.F.R. 917 (1975) (demonstrang consistency in EEOC's position from the early

days of the PDA).
172. Id.
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materials to the machine she operated.'73 EEOC unequivocally declared
that "[ilf other employees temporarily unable to lift are relieved of these
functions, pregnant employees also unable to lift must be temporarily
relieved of the function."'17 4  The Court in Young acknowledged this
particular past interpretation by EEOC, and even acknowledged that prior
to the enactment of the PDA EEOC had issued guidance stating that
workers with pregnancy-related disabilities should have access to the same
benefits given to workers with temporary disabilities.175 The Guidance
released in July 2014 merely restates an interpretive position that EEOC
has held from the early days of the PDA.

The plain meaning of the text, the legislative history, and the consistency
of EEOC's position on light duty for pregnant workers all support the
conclusion that the Guidance is a permissible construction of Title VII.176

As the Court has conceded, Congress's intent was for EEOC to enforce
Title VII, which should mean that EEOC's interpretation of ambiguous
language in Title VII only needs to be reasonable for deference to be
appropriate.177 Factors such as legislative history, plain language, and
consistency all point to the reasonableness of an agency's interpretation of a
statute. 178

B. The Court Should Have Granted Deference and Established
a Clear Standardfor Anayzing EEOC Guidance

Prior to the decision in Young, some argued that the Guidance constituted
a significant change in interpretation of the PDA and that it should have
been subject to public notice and comment.179 However, because the
legislative history and the consistency of the EEOC's position on reasonable
accommodations both indicate that this was not a substantial shift in the
interpretation of the PDA, these factors, along with the plain meaning of
the Act, establish that the Guidance is a reasonable interpretation of the
PDA and is therefore entitled to deference. 180

173. Id. at 918.
174. Id.
175. Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. -, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 14 (2015)

(citing 29 C.F.R. § 1604.10(b) (1975)).
176. See generaly Reno v. Koray, 515 U.S. 50, 61 (1995) (granting Chevron deference to

informal agency guidance because it was a permissible construction of the statute).
177. See EEOC v. Commercial Office Prods. Co., 486 U.S. 107, 115 16 (1988) (noting

ample support in legislative history, purpose, and plain language for EEOC's interpretation).
178. See supra Part I.B (discussing instances when the Court has and has not granted

deference to EEOC).
179. Id.
180. See supra Part I.A.
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1. My the Court Should Have Granted Deference

One factor that weighed against the Courts granting deference to EEOC
was the timing of the issuance of the guidance.18 1 This factor, however,
should not have been given significant weight with regard to the Guidance.
The Court has previously ruled that a reasonable interpretation of a statute
may be granted deference even if it was not adopted contemporaneously to
the enactment of the statute; 182 and even when it was adopted in response
to the litigation at hand, deference is given so long as that interpretation is
reasonable.183 That the Guidance was released only after the Fourth
Circuit released its decision in Young should not have hindered the Court
considering the position of EEOC on the issue of light duty. 184 Because
EEOC Guidance is a permissible construction of the PDA, it is far more
comparable to Motorola and Smiley, both instances where the Court granted
deference to agency actions taken after the litigation in question had
begun.185  The Guidance is distinguishable from De La Mota, where
deference was denied under a Skidmore analysis, because EEOC's guidance
was the statement of the agency as a whole and not a single agent speaking
on behalf of the agency.186 Additionally, the position of EEOC regarding
reasonable accommodations has been consistent throughout its
enforcement of the PDA, whereas in De La Mota the interpretation in
question conflicted with an earlier application of the statute. 187

A second argument against granting deference to an interpretation of
EEOC is that the position has not been consistent since the enactment of
Title VII.188  Indeed, some commentators argue that the Guidance
represents the first time EEOC has taken the position that light duty should
be given to pregnant workers when similar accommodations are given to

181. See Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. -, No. 12 1226, slip op. at 16 17

(2015) (discussing the recent release of the PDA Guidance); see also supra Part I.B.2
(examining the reasoning in Arabian Am. Oil Co. and Gilbert).

182. Motorola, Inc. v. United States, 436 F.3d 1357, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2006).
183. See supra notes 70 73 and accompanying text.
184. See Smiley v. Citibank (S.D.), N.A., 517 U.S. 735, 741 (1996) (allowing for

deference to an agency interpretation adopted after the decision of the state's high court and
before reaching the Supreme Court).

185. See supra Part I.A.3 (oudining cases wherein courts did and did not grant deference
to agency action taken after litigation had begun).

186. Id.
187. See supra note 84 and accompanying text (explaining why the agency position in De

La Mota was not entitled to deference).
188. See Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. -, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 17

(2015) (citing instances where the Department of Justice and the U.S. Postal Service have
taken contrary positions on the enforcement of the PDA); see also supra note 118 and
accompanying text (noting consiswncy issues in Arabian Am. Oil and Gilbert).
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other employees similar in their ability to work. 89 This assertion simply is
not true. The position of EEOC on the issue of light duty for pregnant
workers has been consistent from the very early years of the PDA and is
supported by legislative history. 190

In analyzing consistency, the Court in Young placed too much
significance on the fact that other agencies in the federal government had
previously taken a position on the PDA that conflicted with EEOC. '9' It is
not unheard of, however, for two government agencies to end up on
different sides of an issue in litigation. 92 The only question in the Court's
analysis of consistency should have been whether the EEOC, as the agency
with enforcement responsibility for Title VII, has consistently held the
position asserted here. The Court's analysis in Young leaves a clear need for
a consistent standard of analysis for EEOC guidance. That standard
should be consistent with past cases such as Commercial Office Products and
Grgs, which afforded "great deference" to the guidance of EEOC when
the interpretation was both grammatically reasonable and aligned with
legislative intent. 191

In the interest of consistency and predictability regarding EEOC
guidance in general, the Court in Young should have clearly defined EEOC
guidance documents as being worthy of deference when they constitute a
permissible construction of the statute they interpret, regardless of whether
they were issued before or after the litigation began.

2. How the Court Could Have Reconciled With What It Saw as a Deficiency in the
EEOC's Construction of the Statute

As discussed above, the factors that the Court used to set aside the
Guidance should not have been given significant weight in the Court's
analysis. Arguably, the Court's underlying reasoning for rejecting the

189. See, e.g., Jeff Nowak, Don't Be Trped Up by Light Duty Obligations Under the FMLA and
ADA: A Discussion of Employer Best Practices, J.D. SuPRA Bus. ADVISOR (Oct. 6, 2014),
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/dont-be-tripped-up-by-light-duty-obliga- 78154/
(characterizing the EEOC Guidance as "groundbreaking").

190. See supra notes 169 174 and accompanying text (exploring the legislative history of
the PDA).

191. See Young, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 17 (questioning why EEOC's position is
"contrary to the litigation position the Government previously took").

192. See, e.g., EEOC v. Peabody W. Coal Co., 773 F.3d 977, 979 80, 982 (9th Cir. 2014)
(considering opposing arguments from the EEOC and the Department of the Interior on an
issue of interpreting Tide VII's limited allowance of tribal hiring preferences on Native
American reservations).

193. See supra Part I.B.1 (discussing instances when the Court granted deference to
EEOC on Tide VII).
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Guidance was that it did not agree with EEOC's construction of the PDA.
This can be inferred from both the insufficiency of the reasons discussed
above and the Court's discussion of its view that the Guidance sufficiently
failed to define "other persons."'94 The Court was clearly grappling with
this issue during oral arguments for Young. 195 Justice Breyer presented a
hypothetical situation where an employer provides accommodations for
injured truck drivers who are injured as a result of driving an extra
hazardous route but then does not provide comparable accommodations to
a similarly injured pregnant driver who does not drive an extra hazardous
route. 1

96

This question is easily answered in a way that aligns with both the
EEOC Guidance and Title VII precedent. A useful comparison is the
analysis used when finding a comparator in a case alleging discriminatory
discipline. 97 In finding this comparator, a court will look at a number of
factors, with no one factor being dispositive, to find someone who is
"similar enough to enable 'a meaningful comparison."' 1

98 Factors to be
considered may include job title, responsibilities, job site, standards of
conduct, and the supervisor. 99

In the truck driver hypothetical discussed above, a court considering a
claim of pregnancy discrimination could consider these relevant factors and
conclude that the driver on the extra hazardous route does not provide a
"meaningful comparison" for a pregnant woman who was a driver on a
normal delivery route.200  This analysis works with the Guidance's
prohibition on considering the source of the injury; in the truck driver
hypothetical, the prohibited factor to consider would be the on-the-job
source of the hazardous truck driver's injury and pregnancy as the source of
the plaintiff's injury.

If the Court had simply read the usual Title VII framework for finding a

194. See Young, No. 12-1226, slip op. at 15 16 (considering the EEOC Guidance's
position on with whom to compare pregnant women).

195. See generaly Transcript of Oral Argument, Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575
U.S. - (2015) (No. 12-1226) (debating the issue of comparators).

196. See id. at 6 7 (presenting the injured truck driver hypothetical).
197. See Coleman v. Donahoe, 667 F.3d 835, 848 49 (7th Cir. 2012) (laying out the

standards used when finding a comparator for a plaintiff alleging that discipline for a
workplace violation was applied in a discriminatory manner).

198. See id. (quoting Humphries v. CBOCS W., Inc., 474 F.3d 387, 405 (7th Cir. 2007))

(stating that the comparators here "worked at the same job site .. were subject to the same
standards of conduct, violated the same rule, and were disciplined by the same supervisor").

199. See id. (discussing these various factors and noting how none are dispositive).
200. See Humphties, 474 F.3d at 405 (emphasizing that finding a "meaningful

comparison" is simply a "factual inquiry" that looks for common features between the
plaintiff and the comparator).
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comparator in the Guidance, it would have had no reason to find the
Guidance lacking and could have ruled it to be a permissible construction
of the PDA. Instead, the Court has adopted a new "large percentage" of
other workers comparison, which considers none of the above-discussed
factors and leaves open an important question: a large percentage of which
workers?20 1 Now EEOC must enforce this standard while remaining
uncertain about the weight given to any future guidance it will issue.

CONCLUSION

The Court's contradictory decisions about deference given to informal
agency guidance, particularly when it comes to EEOC, have created
significant uncertainty and unpredictability when it comes to the impact of
enforcement guidance documents released by EEOC. Going forward, the
Court should establish a clear standard. As Justice Scalia argued, cases
involving guidance from EEOC should be dealt with by "assuming, without
deciding, that the EEOC [is] entitled to deference on the particular point in
question."202 From that point of assumed deference, the Court should then
use traditional forms of statutory construction to determine if ambiguous
language exists and if the guidance is a permissible interpretation of that
language.20 3 This test would abandon the dichotomy between "legislative
rules [and] other action," or between Chevron and Skidmore, that the Court
has failed to apply with consistency and predictability.20 4 This single
standard of analysis would enable EEOC to better perform its function of
ensuring workplace fairness and equality for all Americans.

201. See Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. -, No. 12 1226, slip op. at 21
(2015) (stating that this "large percentage" consists of "nonpregnant workers," but not

clarifying if this means all nonpregnant workers within the company, or just nonpregnant
workers who would qualify as comparators for the plaintiff under a standard Tide VII
analysis).

202. ELLOC v. Arabian Am. Oil Co., 499 U.S. 244, 260 (1991) (Scalia, J., concurring).

203. Id.
204. Id.
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Khalid R. 0. Khalid. B.A., NIA Aitant19 an1!, 1inant andAdinirtati
D. Akira Shiroma. B.S., J.D.. A,,irant anj!, Adai on, an Finantca/ Ai1
Tracy Jenkins, B.A., J.D.. A,,itant D an,!, Ca, , P u! Dina/ D / nt

Full-Time Faculty
David E. Aaronson, B.A., M.A. Ph.D., The George Washington University: LL.B., Harard University LL.M.

Georgetoxxn Unix ersity. B.. Tennoy Poj ;m jLaw and Diectoi Jt1, fia/ A]c t_ pg am,

Ex ely n G. Abra anel. A.B., J.D. Case Western Reserv e Unix ersity. Pcojem ,JLaw
Padideh Ala'i. B.A. University of Oregon;J.D., Harvard University. PoJ ;m ,JLaw
Jonas Anderson, B.S. University of Utah;J.D., Harvard University, Asociate Porjm ,JLaw
Kenneth Anderson, B.A. University of California at Los Angeles;J.D., Harvard University. Pcjesm ,JLaw
Jonathan B. Baker, A.B. J.D., Har ard Uni ersity: Ph.D., Stanford Unix ersity. Pcojesm ,JLaw
Susan D. Bennett. A.B., M.A. Yale Uni ersity; J.D., Columbia Unix ersity. Pco j f ;J Law and Diec t ;jJthe Crinuni)

and Econo ic DeveAptent Law C/inic

Barb;; Burke. A.B., Har ard Unix ersity LL.B., M.C.P. Unix ersity of Penn sy ania: LL.\.. SJ.D.. Yale Unix ersity.
PoJos,, oJLaw andJdn S. A ,,an A/drma Rpckwan .I) e,, Sctla,

Susan D. Carle, A.B., Bryn \Iar College; J.D. Yale University. Pu,,ol, ojLaw
Michael W. Carroll. A.B. University of Chicago J.D., Georgeto; n University. PA;j ,jJLaw and Diect Jhe

PAogm on Inrn~ation Jubiee and Intellectual Pcoprtly

Janie Chuang, B.A., Yale Unixersity J.D.. Harvard Unixersity. Asociate Pc@orjm ojLaw
John B. Corr, B.A. M.A., John Carroll Uni'ersity;J.D. Georgeto; n University; Ph.D., Kent State University. Pr@ojm

jLa&

Jennifer Daskal. B.A., Bro;n University; M.A., Cambridge Uni'ersity;J.D. Harvard Lax; School. Arirtan P roos ,j

Law
AngelaJordan Davis. B.A., Ho;ard Unixersity;JD.. Harvard University. P1-,! oljLaw
Robert D. Dinerstein, A.B., Cornell University; J.D. Yale University. P jj , 1wLaw and Diect ,J C/inical P rar
Jeremi Duru. B.A., Bro;n University; M.P.P.. Harvard University J.D., Har ard La; School. Pj ,m JLaw
Walter A. Effross. B.A., Princeton Unixersity J.D.. Har ard Unixersity. F /-I j Law

Lia Epperson, B.A., Har ard Unix ersity; J.D. Stanford Unix ersity. A,, tiate F / I , JLaw and Diect JSJ .D. F,,;a
Christine Haight Farley, B.A., Binghamton Uni'ersity;JD. University at Buffalo La;; School: LL.,J.S.D..

Cohumbia Unix ersity. Pr uoss ,JLaw

Amanda Frost, A.B., J.D. Har ard Unix ersity. Pcorjm ,JLaw
Lteztie Green Coleman. B.A., Dartmouth College; J.D. Columbia La;; School, A;IrtatF j, 'A jLa
Robert K. Goldman, B.A. University of Penn sylania J.D., University of Virginia. Pj,!m jLaw and Louzi, C Jae

Scholal

Claudio M. Grossman, Licenciado en Ciencias Juridicas y Sociales. Uni' ersidad de Chile, Santiago; Doctor of the
Science of La,. University ofAmsterdam. Dean. Tj IJLaw and Rap;oondl . ,a/ldn Shot,/a in
Irt natio na/an] H; anitaian Law

Le;is A. Grossman, B.A., Yale University;J.D., Harvard University; Ph.D., Yale University. Pojoss, JLaw
Heather Hughes, B.A., University ofChicagoJ.D. Harvard University. P I jLaw

David Hunter, B.A., Uniersity of Michigan;J.D., Harvard Uniersity. P f, , ,JLaw and Deco ,jhe Ir ternational
Lgal Stdie , Pcora

PeterJaszi, A.B. J.D., Harvard University. PcoJos ,jLaw and Facut/y Decto Jthe G/uko Salu rAn Inl// cfa/Popefy
La& C/liti

Cynthia EJones, B.A., Uniersity ofDeLaa; eJ.D., American Uniersity Washington College ofLa;; P Ej ,jLa

Billie Jo Kaufman B.S., M.S., Uniersity of Indiana at Bloomingtoi J.D., Nova Southeastern Uniersity. A,,ociaf
Deanj; Lifna_ and Inj orafin R ,ourc , and I rj osoo ; j Law

Benjamin Left, B.A Oberlin College: M.A., Uni ersity of Chicago Dix inity School;J.D., Yale UniersitF. T w

Law
Amanda Cohen Leiter, B.S., M.S., Stanford Uniersit: M.S., Uni ersity of WashingtoiJ.D., Harvard Uniersity.

F;@J ,,, rJLa&

James P. May, B.A., Carleton College J.D., Harvard Uni ersity. P js; JLaw
Binn Miller, B.A., Carleton College J.D., Uni ersity of Chicago. Pjesm J Law and Diec, ,jtihe Ciina/Ja fit C/it

Elliott S. Milstein B.A., Uni ersity of Hartford J.D., Uni ersity of Connecticit: LL. Yale Uni ersity. FTrJ ,,J

Law
Fernanda Nicola, B.A., La;; Degree, Uni ersity of Turin: Ph.D., Trento Uni ersity, Italy; LL.M.I SJ.D., Har ard

Uni ersity. PLiii' rJLw
Mark Nites, B.A., Wesley an Unixversity; J.D., Stanford Unixversity. Pcojoso ojLaw



Diane F. Orenticher B.A., Yale UniversityJi.D., Columbia University. PiJom jLaw
Teresa God, in Pheips, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Unixersity of Notre Dame: M.S.L., Yale UnixersiLy. Dectw Jte Lal

Rhetoi and I ,itinr mF, t and Ph iso JLaw
Andre D. Pike, B.A., S arthmore College;J.D., University of Pennsylania. Pionj fJ Law
Nancy D. Polikoff B.A. UniversiLy of Pennsylvania: M.A., The George Washington University J.D., Georgeto~n

University. Pnoo JLaw

Andre, F. Popper, B.A., Baldin-Wallace College J.D., DePaul University LL.M The George Washington
University. Pjm ,ow -JLaw andib, o trInemt itd Ciiculr T, on;, and

Jamin B. Raskin, B.A., J.D., Harvard Unixersity. Di ecb t!he LL.M. PU a in La C an] ,nrnt and Pjovo iJLaw
Jayesh Rathod, A.B., Harvard University J.D., Columbia University. F'j ,JLa& and DiL c bh, I in iantJuice

Clinic
Ira P. Robbins, A.B., UniversiLy of PennsykaniaJ.D., Harvard University. P~j ,,, ,JLaw andJa fic Dbcb ,Jthe

J.D. U S. Dual D F, I in Law andJautice and Buanad T 1 Aelt Scholi,
Jenny M. Roberts, B.A., Yale Uni ersit J.D., Ne, York University. Pju,! j ,JLaw

Ezra Rosser, B.A., Yale Unixersity;J.D., Harvard La, School M.Phil. University ofCambridge. Pu,! ,, oJLaw
Herman Sch,artz. A.B. J.D., Harvard University. P,! ov wjLaw Co Docl, Cent fj, Houon Riht, andHIanitaian

Law
Ann Shalleck. A.B., Bryn \Iar College JD.. Harvard University. PJov ,JLaw, Di, to ,j he It II en and tli Law

P,'a,, and (a,,i bon Shi ld Scholai

Mary Siegel, B.A., Vassar College;J.D., Yale Unix ersity. Pj,,,! ,, j Law

Brenda Smith, B.A., Spehman College;J.D., GeorgetoIn University. PFtj! ,JLaw

David Snyder, B.A., Yale University J.D., Tulane La, School. Pjesm ojLaw and Dbi, cb Buain s, Law Plo,
Robert Tsai. B.A., UniversiLy ofCalifornia at Los Angeles J.D., Yale University. Plotv! 'JLaw

Anthony E. Varona, A.B., Boston College J.D., Boston College: LL.MI Georgetmon University. Pj ,wj JLaw and
As, ociat Dan!,, Facuty and Acad it A/jair

Stephen I. \ladeck. B.A., Amherst College; J.D. Yale University. PlJov ,JLaw
Perry Wallace Jr., B.Engr., Vanderbit Unix ersity J.D. Columbia Unix ersity. FAoj oJLaw and i, co, ,j h

J.D.B A Baa/ I P Fi ;,

Lindsay F. Wiley, A. B., J.D Harvard Uniersity; M.P.H., Johns Hopkins Unixersity. A,,ciatr AFuJ m ojLaw
Paul R. Williams. A.B. Unix ersity of C alifornia at Da is: J.D., Stanford Uni ersity: Ph.D. Unix ersity of C ambridge.

Rebecca I (hazio F>o ojLaw and Intonational Relti, and Dbcl ojhry.D./3 A. Dual De4 AJ PogmB B

Law Library Administration
John Heyood, B.S., Northern Arizona University J.D., American University Washington College ofLa,, Assciate

La, ]Lib~a~ian

Sima Mirkin, B.Engr.E con., Byelorussian Poltechnic Institte: M.L.S., UniversiLy of Maryland. A,,,ciat fLaw Libarian
Shannon Rodd. At tant Law Libatian
William T. R an. B.A., Boston Unix ersity;J.D. American Unix ersity Washington College ofLa,: M.L.S. Unix ersiLy

of Maryland. Law Libiann

Amy Taylor. B.A., Rhodes College; M.S.L.I.S.. Catholic University of America;J.D.. The University of Alabama.
As, ociate Law Libatian

Ripple Weisding, B.A., Brandeis University; M.A., King's College;J.D., Georgetmon University M.S.L.S.. Catholic
UniversiLy of America. Asstant Law Libnaian

Linda Wen. B.A., Hunan Normal University; M.S. University of South Carolina. Asociat Law Libiarian. Head ,J
Collection, and Bibli ahit Svic'

Emeriti
Isaiah Baker, A.B., Yale University; M.A., DePaul University; M.B.A.,J.D., C ohmbia University: LL.M.. Harvard

Unixversity. Asocia, Pijam oj1aw Enwritu,

Daniel Bradlo,. B.A. UniversiLy of Wiratersrand. South AfricaJ.D., Northeastern University La, School LL.\I
Georgetmon University La, Center: LL.D., University ofPretoria. Pi@0rjm Ja E, ,it

David F. Chaxkin. B.S. Michigan State UnixersityJ.D., University of California at Berkeley. F, -L, , oJfa, Eoitu,
Egon Gutman. LL.B LLAI University of London. Pju,! JfLaw and Lvitt. U ,eial Tfl,t Scha, E , :it
Patrick Kehoe. B.C.S., Finance. SeattLe University J.D. M.L.S. University ofWashington. PFi-! JLa E,,ituR
Nicholas Kittrie. A.B. LL.B., M.A. UniversiLy ofKansas: LL.\I SJ.D., GeorgetoIn University La, Center. Uni viy

Pij om Enwritu,

Candace S. Koxacic-Fleischer, A.B., Wellesley College;J.D., Northeastern University. PF,,! ,, oLaw

Robert Lubic. Pnovo JfLaw Erneritu,
Anthony Morella. A.B., Boston UnixersityJ.D., American University Washington College ofLa,, PFjvi JfLaw

En, ita,
Michael E. Tigar. B.A. J.D., University of California at Berkeley. FAJ , E, i tu,

Robert G. Vaughn. B.A..J.D., University of Oklahoma: LL.\I Harvard UniversiLy. PF,,,! ,JfLaw E,, itu, and A.
Allen Kzng Scholhv

Richard Wilson. B.A., DePau, Uni ersityJ.D., Unix ersity of Illinos College of La-, P@Jsm JfLaw E,, itu,

Special Faculty Appointments
Nancy S. Abramoitz, B.S., Cornell UniversityJ.D., Georgeton University. P@jom ,jPFactic ,jfLaw and ieo j

tIeJanet R. Spagen, Fedal Tax Clinic.
Elizabeth Beske, A.B., Princeton Uni ersity J.D., C ohmbia Unix ersity. L l Rhetoric Intucto
Elizabeth Boals, B. S., Virginia Polyechnic Institute and State Uni ersity J.D., George Mason Unix ersity. F ctiir

In Reidence. A,,,ocaite Decoit Tial Pauctic, atn



Brandon Butler B.A., University ofGeorgia; M.A., University ofTexas at Astin J.D. University ofVirginia School of

La-. PTtiti , in Ri dence

Claire Donohue, B.S., Cornell LUniersityJD. M.S.W., Boston College, LL.\I The George Washington University

La, School. Pmatitio an Reidence
Kate ELengold, Pacttioa ,ia R ce, Glhko Sa ueaon Inllet/Iual Popty La Clinic
Paul Figley, B.A., Franklin & Marshall College: J.D., Sothern Methodist Unix ersity. A ociate Dreclo (jL al Rhetoric

and Lgal Rheo it fatcto
Sean FLynn, B.A., Pitzer College 1ClaremonJ.D. Harvard University. Atiat D ttlo ,P ,a ,on IrA ationau tice

and Inte/1eclal Poperl and Pcije ,oi/ n, ia Ri aTence

Dorcas Gihmore, Pmatiion ia RAidetae
Horacio Grigera Na6n, LL.D.J.D., University of Buenos Aires: L.L.M., SJ.D. Harvard University. Dirtinaidid

Pactition in R iaent and Diecto ,jha Iational Ahitration Pam
Elizabeth Keith, B.A., Unix ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill J.D., George Mason Unix ersity. Leal Rhetoic

Iftruclo

Daniela Kraiem, B.A., University of California at Santa Barbara: J.D., University of California at Davis. Aswciate
Dirctoi ojthe It nden and fli Law Pcomn

Jeffery S. Lubbers, A.B., Cornell UnixersityJ.D., University of Chicago. Puj ,o JPmatit ia Adiatrtmati La/
Claudia Martin, La, Degree, Universidad de Buenos Aires: LL.\I American University Washington College of La,,

P, , noia/ Let;, in Reidence

Juan Mendez, Certificate American Lniversity College ofLa,, La, Degree, Stella \Iaris Catholic University. Pcojo
Jflana Riht, Law in Reiince

Jennifer Mueller. J.D., Harvard La, School. PAntina ia Rendence, Yanet R. Spa en, Federal T, Clinic.
Sunita Patel, Pactition in Renence, Ci il 'tat; C/iait
Victoria Phillips. B.A., Smith CollegeJ.D., American Unix ersity Washington College ofLa,, Pi0Ujosti P actice oJ

Law

Heather Ridenour, B.B.A., Texas Women's UniversityJ.D., Texas Wesleyan. Decto IjL/alAnaymt Pogrn, and Legal

Rhetoic Intrcto

Diego Rodriguez-Pinzon. J.D., Unix ersidad de los Andes: LL.\I American Unix ersity Washington College of La,:
SJ.D.. The George Washington Unix ersity. Pi,!jroial Lec t in Residnce and C Di, cto, Acal ity on

Ha;,an Ri It, and Ha;anita ian Law

Susana SaCoo, B.A., Br, i Unix ersit M.AL.D, The Fletcher Schoo of La, and Diplomacy: J.D., Northeastern
University. Pj ,ial Lec ta in Reidence and Directo, fIla Crinte, Reatch OjJice

Macarena Saez, J.D., University of Chile School of La,: L.L.M. Yale La, School. Felw in he Intnatial egal Studi

F,, ;a;,,
Anita Sinha, B.A., Barnard CollegeJ.D., Ne, York University. Pactition in Renidence, Im atjgatit C/iait
William Snape. B.A., University of California at Los AngelesJ.D., George Washington University. Bl a tjaa

D Avelptent and FelAw ia itanaal fLaw

David Spratt B.A., The College of William and MaryJ.D., American University Washington College of La, L al

Rhetotic Iatuctoi

Richard Ugelto, B.A., Hobart College J.D., American University Washington College of La,: LL.\I Georgetmon
Unix ersiLy. Patitia ia R, idence

Stephen Wermiel, A.B., Tufts Uniersity J.D., American University Washington College of La,, P,,jeo, Jfhe Pactice

William Yeomans, B.A., Trinity College J.D., Boston Unix ersity La, School: LL.\I Har ard Unix ersiL. Pactitioni

ia Reideat Di, to ,jLgihlatie Ptacticu
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